


Someth i immortal is lurking in the mountains above 
he Prince of Darkness has formed a monolith 
i horror in the second ghastly adventure, 
-Belmont's Revenge" Four towering castles ridder 

with hideous creatures that would even make 
the mightiest of warriors cower in fear. 

Nevertheless, Christopher Belmont must 
set out to face mobile brain matter, undead 
assassins, and the Iron Doll in the Stone 
Castle. Ghastly forces like Kumlo & Nimbler 
and flesh feeding jellyfish slither through the 
Cloud Castle. The Plant Castle is the horrific 

lastlevani 



Real Pilots Don't Just Play P-15 
Strike Eagle, They Help Design It 

(Nintendo) 

F-15 
.STOKE ENQ\£ 
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Live the Adventure! Become Robin 
Hood in the adventure of your life in a game that brings all the action 
of the blockbuster movie to your very own NES! Show your courage 
and cunning as you rescue the lovely Maid Marian and free England 
from tyranny! 
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THE ULTIMATE QUEST 
FOR FANTASY PRIZES 
PLAY AT HOME TO WIN! 

cooter's dream starts where most games finish. After battling 
sharks, conquering space, surviving miniaturization, and getting lost in 

fantasy forest, our hero Scooter finds the treasure...but gets to keep it! 
It's up to you to guide him there to keep your share when the Treasure 

Master™ vault opens with the Secret Password on April 11,1992 12 PM EST. 
You and Scooter will have to be in top training to get there first because it 
won't be easy. 

But all your practice and training won't be wasted because mastering the 
5 tough treasure worlds will prepare you for the ultimate quest for fantasy 
prizes right at home! 

WilWm I I Navigate 
your pers 

mysterious creatures 
■ Find the treasure within 12 hours 

search for n 
■ Interact wit] 

mysterious 
■ Find the tre, 

search for real treasure 
■ Interact with a variety of 

style combat 
■ Master all the wacky tools as you ■ Master all 

■ Explore 
■ Engage! 

your personal submarine 
■ Explore exotic foreign planets 

■ Engage hostile aliens in arcade- 

■ Navigate treacherous depths in 

of learning the Secret Password 



Travel to a place where maps and roads You can nearly touch the treasure, but 
don't exist. will you get there in time? 

•^250,000»“*"4sr 
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BIG, BIGGER, BIGGEST! 
As you probably have already noticed, this issue of EGM is pretty large. 

Two hundred and four pages and it's our largest issue yet! We've come a 
long way since this time last year when we were at 84 pages, but we're 
not one to look back for too long. Having hit 200 we now will shoot for 
250 and even more by the end of the year. Of course we couldn't do it 
without the support and confidence of the advertisers and readers. We've 
grown fast because we have been able to evolve quickly to meet the 
needs of the gaming industry. Contract publishing is but one example of 
what the industry, and the readers wanted. Also, with lead times mea¬ 
sured in weeks rather than in 3-4 months, you get to read about items 
which can still be called news. Game reviews are honest, and sometimes 
downright brutal. Fortunately companies now realize, that with cart 
rentals so popular, players will more often than not, rent games before 
they buy them, and whether we give the game a 3, or the kids rent it and 
see that it is bad, all the smiling faces in the world won't make it better. 

And we're on a roll! More pages means we can cover more games, for 
more systems, with more pictures and more information. Considering all 
the new games coming out by the holidays the other 100 page books just 
can't cover everything sufficiently. Look for expanded coverage in our 
arcade section, new supplements and inserts, more fact files and, of 
course, more multi-person game reviews. 

Speaking of supplements, you will have to check out the huge 96 page 
Sega Force supplement in this issue. Anybody who owns a Sega system 
will find virtually every licensed product available. And then some! Don't 
forget to check out the Sonic Comic! If you don't own a Genesis, Game 
Gear or Master System 2 then reading through the supplement might 
help you change your mind. Of special note is the fact that this is the first 
authorized Sega magazine outside of their own publication. We appreci¬ 
ate the trust that they have in us to fairly describe their products. As 
usual, it's here first, and then, only in EGM! 



Now, Bill & Ted have two excellent 
adventures •••foif NES und Game Boy* 

MOST TRIUMPHANT! 
Bill & Ted’s Excellent Video Game Adventure" for your NES lets you power 

up to six different worlds searching for historical dudes lost in time. Most 
Heinous! Better send them back quickly or you’ll miss the Wyld Stallyns 
concert...starring Bill and Ted. 

Bill & Ted’s Excellent Game Boy® Adventure" sends our two most excellent 
compatriots, Bill and Ted, on a “Bogus 

Journey” against evil versions of 
themselves and the Grim Reaper as 

you race against the clock to collect 
stolen time fragments. Stellar! 



drawing. So Mr. 
‘Video Cowboy', while 
we can't give Canadi¬ 
ans preferential treat¬ 
ment, we do have this 

up the odds. / 
readers hi 
send in their best 
score on an official 
entry form (with a 
screen photo for 
proof). Also, if they 

publish we'll send 
them a free game!) 

NOT VOID IN CANADA! 
Seventyfive mags a month run 

through my fingers at the computer 
and games company I work for and 
of all of them, your publications 
(EGM, Mega Play and Computer 
Game Review) tend to sell out fast. 

Enclosed is a video game column 
which is run in our newspaper and 
my friend who writes it has come up 
with a thorny issue as to contests 
regularly held by many magazines in 
which Canadians are excluded from 
entering. Now I understand that the 
laws in the U.S. and Canada are dif¬ 
ferent, but I have been entering (and 
winning) contests for over 20 years. 

any of the video game magazine 
contests. Can you explain why? 

Douglas Orlowski 
Thunder Bay, Ontario 

(Ed. Thanks for sending us a copy 
of the 'Video Cowboy's' column. /As 
he pointed out there is no mention 
of any exclusion for Canadians in 
our contests. And that is correct. We 
have never placed any restrictions in 
our contests, as they are open to 
anybody and everybody. While there 
have not been many winners from 
Canada, the vast majorities of the 
contest entries do come from the 
U.S. 

Unlike the other magazines whose 
contests are all based on a random 
drawing, we do have our monthly 
'High Score' contest which is based 
on skill, not the luck of a random 

S-NES=SUPER FAMI?! 
I've been hearing a lot about the 

Super Famicom and the Super NES 
but one thing that nobody has talked 
about is the compatibility between 
the systems. From the specs, the 
systems seem identical. Are they? 

Bill Sanburn 
Augusta, GA 

With the Super NES about to 
come out, one item you haven't 
addressed is cartridge compatibility. 
Since the Famicom carts work fine in 
the NES with the adapter board, will 
the same hold true for the Super 
Famicom games in the Super Nin¬ 
tendo? 

Keith Peters 
Baltimore, MD 

The Super NES store date has been 
pushed back to September 23rd! 

(Ed. Although the production version 
of the Super Nintendo is not in the 
stores yet, we have heard from our 
sources inside Nintendo that the 
Super NES/Super Famicom compat¬ 
ibility will be similar to the Gene¬ 
sis/Mega Drive. That is, the Super 
Famicom carts will have the same 

pin configuration as the Super NES 
cartsI The cartridge port on the 
Super NES will be a slightly different 
shape, but with a little shaving 
around the port the Super Famicom 
carts will fit...and work! While we 
find this difficult to believe because 
of the much publicized problem 
Sega is having with the 'unautho¬ 
rized' Japanese carts being sold in 
the U.S., the big N doesn't seem to 
be concerned. Or so it seems. We'll 
give you a definitive yes or no next 
month.) 

MORE MEGA-CD...! 
Awesome dudes! I couldn't believe 

my eyes! Your Mega-CD coverage in 
your September issue was truly 
amazing. Like, everybody else just 
announced that the CD-ROM was 
coming and showed the same pic¬ 
ture. You had photos of the system 
in operation, detailed all the specs, 
and then followed it up with a list of 
games and real photos! How do you 
do it? Do you have a source inside 
Sega? 

Matt Avalos 
Cincinnati, OH 

I must compliment you on a great 
job of reporting. Your Mega-CD cov¬ 
erage in August and September was 
(and still is) unequalled. I've read all 
the stories in the other mags and 
they all sound the same. What's this 
about a Genesis/Mega-CD selling 
for $750? 

Gerald Witzock 
La Jolla, CA 

(Ed. Thanks for the compliments 
guys. We always try to go the extra 
yard to get the information that you 
want. The reason nobody else ran 
the specs is because the press 
release that Sega handed out at 
CES only talked in generalities. The 
official world debut was in Tokyo 
and that is where the real informa¬ 
tion was. As we stated before, and 
this is a good example, anybody can 
write about something when they 
are spoon fed by the companies but, 
we don't accept this any more than 
you do. You can always count on us 
to get you the real story. JVC plans 
to bring out a combo unit next year.) 
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HAPPY TURBO PLAYERS.. 
You guys are unbelievable! I just got 

my September issue and had to tell 
you how much I liked your Turbo sup¬ 
plement. I have been thinking about 
getting the CD-ROM but there just 
weren't enough discs out there to 
make it worth while. After seeing pho¬ 
tos of what was coming out in the near 
future, I went out and bought the CD- 
ROM plus Y's, Sherlock and Murder 
Club. Thanks again for supporting this 
great system! 

Nathan Shapiro 
Franklin, IN 

Unbelievable! Sixteen pages on my 
favorite system! Nobody has been 
really covering the Turbo (including 
you), that is, until now. The insert 
alone was worth the price of the mag. 

Gregory Brackeen 
Los Angeles, CA 

(Ed. The letters, calls and fax's [(708) 
916-7227] are just starting to come in 
with opinions on our September issue. 
Besides comments about the huge 
size of the mag, we are hearing great 
things from you about our inserts. 
Expect to see a lot more from our 
Contract Publishing Division as more 
and more companies are signing up to 
run inserts in only one mag - EGM!) 

VIDEO GAMES FROM JAPAN 
TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA 

PLEASE CALL (416) 593-9642 

MORE GAME GEAR... 
I just bought Sega's Game Gear 

because it is a good compromise 
between price and performance. The 
carts are decent but I wish there was 
a larger selection. Are there more 
coming out soon? 

Mark Winston 
Corona, CA 

(Ed. Hang in there Mark! The GG is 
gaining in popularity and Sega is 
doing everything possible to crank out 
new softs as fast as possible. Check 
out our Game Gear section in this 
month's Sega supplement for a com¬ 
plete listing of new games.) 

Ninja Gaiden on Game Gear! 

HAPPY 2 "B 
BIRTHDAY GENESIS! 

On August 14, 1991, the Gene¬ 
sis celebrated it's second birth¬ 
day. We here at the Sendai Pub¬ 
lishing Group Inc. are always up 
to doing something different, 
and this occasion was one which 
we couldn't pass up. 

Getting a baker to make a cake 
in the size, shape and colors of 
the Genesis in 24 hrs. was easy 
(Try explaining to a baker what a 
Genesis is over the telephone!) 
But, getting it from Illinois to Cal¬ 
ifornia in 4 hours, and keeping it 

was quite a trick! 
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AMERICA 

America Qame; 

I “The best and most innovative 
^ racing game on the N.E.S. ever! 
W Excellent two player interaction.’ 

V! Thor Aackerlund, Nintendo World Champion 

wMflT MicroMachines™- The Official 
B1”/' ,1 Video Game, is the most competitive 
r li ‘ J racing game yet produced. Amazing 
playability, with one or two players, 27 different 
circuits - race under bridges, through oil patches, 
power slide around comers and more! 

Choose your vehicle - feel the power - feel the 
traction. Race performance sports cars, Formula 
One, Power Boats, Combat Tanks, Helicopters, .%; 
Highway Warriors, 4 x 4’s, Monster Trucks and \ 
Turbo Wheels. " 

Look for MicioMachines™ at your video or game store. 
• Exceptional graphics 
• One or two players 
• Over 100 hours of dynamic play 

lZ2 ™- An adventure for the whole family. 
BIGNOSE ™- A prehistoric hunting and adventure game. 





You'll Love 
These Smash Hits! 

Two of Irem ‘s most popular 
IREM AMERICA CORP 

able for Game Boy: With 
the same eye-popping 
visual punch and exciting 
action you've come 
to expect from Irem. 



jL'jjjjjn 
Nintendo - Capcom 

Snow Brothers 
Type:Action Release:Oct. 

—Levels: 10+ Difficulty:Avg. _ Levels: 4 

f ABOUT OUR RATINGSPN 
10 = Perfect 

8 = Excellent 
7 = Very Good 
6 = Above Average 

Nintendo - Bandai 

Frankenstein 
Type:Action Release: Now 

This cold setting for an NES title 

other creatures trying to pack them 
in and fling the freshly made 
snowboulder at the other enemies. 

the action gets even more intense 
as the enemies get different powers 

stop you with. Use your mastery of 

o 1 Our head editor-type 
3 1 guy is off to Japan to 
T I collect the hottest 
^ 1 softs for all the sys- 

V 1 the sights and sounds 
_ I of good ol' Tokyo! 
E | Sushi, anybody? 

It's off to Tokyo again 
to check out the latest 

E 1 nology. Lots of top- 
rv 1 secret things going on 

1 & Ed's taking a lot of 
super-fast film to 

Snow Brothers reminds me a lot of 
similar maz^^^Bimes like 
Bubble Boh^^^P^PK a simple ; 
theme and a seeming¬ 
ly endless^^Kt^^nioring and 

suffers from^of repetition, 
but it is a good diversion for awhile. 
The arcade game was a blast. Once 
in a while 1 likjMH|n|Hnames and 

play through do^^^pievels just to 
relax. Not a^flj^oncentration 

very good and it is a blast to play. 
Great bosses! 

. . 1 Our number one game 
1 player is totally im- 

A I pressed with the Mega 
R 1 Drive CD's first few 
J I titles. He also likes 

using it to blast his.-' 
.. 1 Sacred Warrior CD's 

| around the office. 

This game is a bit like Bubble Bobble 
and Parasol S^^^^Baphics are 
cute and the^HPP^ very well. 
The graphj^^p^^utd are not 
spectacul^^^^^Hpme play 

addition of bosses to this type of 
qame is a definite plus. 

g 1 Sushi-X is going to be 
■j I entertaining our two 
q 1 leaders in Tokyo. He’s 
3 quite a wild party dude 
■j1 5 and when we ask what 

they will be doing, he 
[tel just smiles and mutters 

X jj some Japanese. 

Snow Brothers isn't a bad game for 
the money. overall 
idea isn't tog^^^^^Bxecution is i 
coordinated!^* well. The 
graphics are^^Wniscent of a 
rehashed Me|^Hn title. You'll enjoy 
the cheerfu^ound track even 
despite the 8-bit sound limits. 

For years the monster that has 

lay the monster dead for the last 
ne. Many strange creatures will 
i to stand in your way as you hack 
id slash through the levels that 

The graphi<P_^^_^ 
real diversity in game play is what 

eakJ^K^Zave 

-RPsm 
e restoHiverage games oi 

weapons. The 
; like you're 

beating thq^K^^H^ith a chicken 
leg though!jusRnother average 

- irt for the NES. 

about this gar 
great ic‘ 

any fun. 

ronic Gaming Monthly 



^'mgh-speed futuristic action/adventure. 

Graphics with full 16-bit power. 

Stereo sound with fresh effects. 

3-D backgrounds pull youfiftb^e action! 

High tech at a great price! 
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AUTHENTIC, F-l ACTION DOWN 
TO THE LAST DETAIL! 
RACE AGAINST TIME OR AGAINST 
A FRIEND FOR THE WORLD 
CHAMPION TITLE ON 
SIXTEEN OF THE HOTTEST 
RACEWAYS OF THE 
INTERNATIONAL CIRCUIT! 

NTVIC 



Nintendo - Lucasfilm 

Star Wars 
Type:Adv. Release: Nov. 
Levels: 8+ Difficulty:Avg. 

TurboGrafx - NEC 

Impossamole 
Type: Action Release: Oct. 
Levels: 12 Difficulty:Easy. 

Genesis - Micronet 

Raiden Trad I Type: Shoot Release: Now 
Levels: 8 Difficulty:Avg. 

race in in an uproar due to the fact 
that a huge battlefleet of aliens 
whose greedy eyes are set on our 

combat the invaders. However, an 
experimental craft has been 
invented and has enough power to 
halt the aggressors advancement. 
Loads of weapons and bombs 
highlight this intense shooter. 

^morgHh^e^on^Genes^^^ 
Raiden is an exceptionally tough 

enemies to ^^rat, and awesome 

Raiden Trad doesn't appeal to me for 

the huge family of Genesis shooters. 
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^T*\deof r°ok^ 

'Nintendo^ 

THE ULTIMATE AMUSEMENT 
PARK ADVENTURE! 

Join Dewey through Carnivals, 

Safaris and Rollercoasters to 

rescue his girlfriend! 

CRAZYLAND Features Great Roller Coasters and 
Exciting Horizontal and Vertical Scrolling! 

Welcome to CRAZYLAND! 



Genesis - Arena 

Speedball 2 
Type: Sport Release: Oct. 
Levels: N/A Difficulty:Hard 

m i_& _ 
* 

■ fc__ 

GameBoy-THQ 

Home Alone 

The popular PC game of the sa 

Genesis. This cart has you dashing 
around the playing field after the ball 
trying to get it past the goal post. 
This is obviously not as easy as it 

. The other players can 

This doesn't 
of course. Before 
can adjust your stats 
make your strengths. 

lallenging tu' 
soccer/rugby-typ^am^To me it is 
a lot like while the 
action is inte^^^^^^re game play 
good, theflM^^^that much 
difference games. 
Needs mH^M^and sound 
otherwise it's OK._ 
Speedball 2 is an OK computer 

e Genesis. 
But the gai 
computer a 
great. Thej| good yet 

Speedbail - another narr 
sphere of enamgejtaemou cnase 
around, sm^HH0nents and 
laying themfl^^^Kjr respective 
duffs. Soun^xc^^^robably not, 
because done too 
many time^ffirore. Oh well, 
creativity is hard to find. 

This cart continues the story of the 
boy named Kevin who stopped two 
thugs from entering the house when 
he was home alone. Now that they 
are out of the slammer, they want 
revengel This time they have 
assembled a team and are going to 
raid his house again! Guide " 
through the many levels collecting 
the valuables and trying to seal 
them in the vault downstairs. Are 

Crime is on the rise in the city 
streets, and you can bust them all! 
Fly through the streets locating 
speeders, pull them over, and bust 

games like Ninja Gaiden or Klax. 
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• Superior graphics 
•5 Levels of difficulty 
• 10 Rooms in eoch level 
• Possuuord for continuol oction 
• 13 Magic power-ups 

• Random rood obstacles 
• 3 levels of game play 

• Special 2 player rounds 
6 "Poujer-up" driving weapons 



| CREATE 

I ORDER 

ActRaiser! Awesome arcade-style graphicsT5aajfe'dby 
monster symphony sound. So you think you've seen all 
the action? We'll see, hotshot. Finish our U.S. 16-bit 
blockbuster before 1992. We've drawn a line in the dirt, 
dare ya to cr-oss^it! 

■ i\ ‘'r,, 

ENIX AMERICA 
CORPORATION 



Dragon Warrior III. We make the chal¬ 
lenge. You make the choice. Caution. 
Only the most skilled will be able to 
resist asking for parental assistance. 
If you think RPG means Radical 
Playin' Game, this one's for you. 





(3£W3B(°)Y7 
Final Fantasy Legend 2 

SIMsmM 

i the NHL! 



GAMING GOSSIP 
...Super NES Compatibility With Super Famicom...Update On Batman 2 Video Games...Hook Gets Veterans... 

32-Bit Game System A Reality...New Dragon's Lair Coin-Op...Lynx Software To Include Big Names... 

...Hold on to your carts on my little Quartermaniacs, it's Quartermann here to put some sizzle back into your 
joysticks with a load of red-hot rumors from those in the know. Foreign correspondent Terry Aki again gets dual 
billing this month with some tasty dirt from the streets of Japan, but the Q-Mann would like to begin this month's 
exciting episode with some ultra-secret news on the new Super NES that isn't...It appears that General 'N' has 
pulled a fast one on us my Q-fans, but for a lucky few this rumored fluke could be a bonanza! Anyone 
adventurous enough to pry into the guts of their Super NES has found a nice extra feature - complete 
compatibility with the Japanese Super Famicom. Similar to the operation that Doc Q pioneered with the 
Genesis, it appears that the Super NES can be slightly modified to accept Japanese softs! While this would, at 
first glance, look to be a great benefit for our international fans, Nintendo's hidden agenda - if current rumors 
serve me right - will become apparent when the machine goes into its second and subsequent production runs. 
Nintendo evidently will only allow the first wave of Super Nintendo's in the states to enjoy this compatibility, they 
reportedly plan to scramble the brains of future Super NES releases as a poke in the eye to foreign importers. 
Very clever Nintendo, but what a premium all of us first-in-line guys are going to get should we decide to sell our 
bilingual units! Ha-ha - ha... 

...In addition to Nintendo's playful ploys, the Quartermann's ports are also in an uproar over rumors from my 
brown bagged Genie that Sony Imagesoft may have launched a coup against Capcom to capture some of the 
company's hottest talent. While this can't be confirmed, sources close to both companies have told 
Quartermann that the soft Sony is so wild over is none other than Hook - the Steven Spielberg adaptation of 
Peter Pan due for Christmas...What a let-down! I was so looking forward to seeing Sigourney bald in Alien 3 
this year, but now it looks like the studios are pushing this final installment in the series back into 1992...Batman 
2 is looking to be quite a prolific title when it finally rolls around onto video game screens next year. Among the 
parties interested in the sequel to Tim Burton's vision of the Caped Crusader are Konami for the Super NES and 
Sega for the Genesis. Yours truly can't confirm either of these announcements directly, but the possibilities for 
dueling 16-Bit Batmans is quite an interesting concept... 

...It looks like a true 32-Bit system is definitely going to be a reality sometime next year - at least in Japan. 
Sources close the Mr. Q have just such a system now feverishly being worked on by the hardware gurus of 
Hudson in Japan. Whether this super system will show its face wearing an NEC label has yet to be determined, 
but one thing for sure is that it's loaded with plenty of good looks and a great voice!...The Quartermann has to 
wonder, since the Jaguar is in reality a dual set of 32-Bit processors, could there be a connection between the 
American release of a new Hudson system and the Jaguar? Stay tuned...Dragon's Lair 2, which neared 
completion several years ago but was shelved when laserdisc players became taboo in the coin-op world, will 
now get a second chance at life. In the face of games like Mad Dog McCree that have shown that a good game 
will draw bucks - even if it is a laserdisc title - Dirk the Daring will finally get a chance to redeem himself in 
Daphnia's eyes... 

...Don't be surprised if you see a 16-Meg Genesis game in the near future...Do you think that Nintendo could 
have made the new Super NES look any cheaper? C'mon guys, the Japanese version had some style, but this 
machine, from its disappearing ejection button to the cute little Sara Lee mold that it looks like it popped out of, 
is really the pits. Sure, it IS what's inside that counts, but couldn't you think of something with a little more 
muscle to it?...Bet you didn't expect to see your name here, did you Mr. Nielsen...Look for the Atari Lynx to pop 
up with some major league licenses in the coming year. Everything from sports games to Ninja Gai Den 3 may 
find their way on the powerful portable...Until next time my Quarter-friends, don't get hit... 

- QUARTERMANN 
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TurboGrafx-16 introduces the three most 

realistic games you can play outside of the pro 

leagues. 

With TV Sports Hockey, the ferocious power 

of the puck is in your hands. Slam home a slap 

shot, or get into a brawl. 

□n the TV Sports Basketball court, shoot a 

3-pointer with one second left on the clock, or 

call offensive or defensive plays. 

With TV Sports Football, you'll lead a team's 

brutal defense and punishing offense. Your 

audibles, quarterback options, and shotgun for¬ 

mations will win or lose this one! 

They're the only sports games five of your 

best pals (or worst enemies) can play at once. 

Try-outs are this fall, so get your thumb 

ready to scrimmage! 

Look for upcoming sports games from 

TurboGrafx-lG: Davis Cup Tennis, Andre Panza 

Kick Boxing, TV Sports Baseball and Champions 

Forever Boxing. 

r o a t i a i i 

NEC 
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NEW 'WIDE GEAR1 AND 'WIDE LYNX' 

LET YOU PLAY GAME GEAR AND LYNX 

GAMES ON TV! 

Sega has taken their small, inex¬ 
pensive and compact Game Gear 
color portable game system and 
made it, huge, bulky, nonportable 
and expensive! Why? 

Companies which make games 
for the GG need, what is called, a 
'development system'. This device 
allows developers and program- 

itor and, with the open, spread-out 
layout of the system, game chips 

Sega has created a new system 
which lets you watch Came Gear 

softs on a monitor! 

(EPROM's) can be quickly inserted 
and removed without a great deal 
of effort. 

Besides being invaluable for 
game development, systems like 
this (and the GameBoy 'Wide Boy') 
allow for the taking of clear, sharp, 
RGB game screen photos. Compa¬ 
nies use these pictures on their 
game boxes, instruction manuals 
and product literature. The game 
magazines in Japan also use this 

Gear' (Ninja Gaiden) and 'Wide 
Lynx' (Ninja Gaiden)! 

system for taking pictures for their 
game reviews. 

In a similar fashion, Atari has 
created a ‘black box' which takes 
the screen image from their 
portable Lynx, pixelizes it, and 
sends the new image off to a moni¬ 
tor through a set of standard 
audio/video outputs. The major 
game stores in Tokyo use this 
device to demonstrate the Lynx 

Atari has a 'Black Box' which sends 
the video and audio signals to a TV! 

The Video Game Specialists e 

24 hour 
ORDER/INFO LINE 

(214)218-5800 
We can accept VISA and MASTERCARD orders by phone. Money 
orders can be mailed to us for prompt processing. In stock games 
ship within 24 hours. All games are brand new, although our prices 
resemble other's charges for used games. UPS shipping and 

> residents must pay 7.25% salestax. A singte $3 processing 

ATARI A 5200” 

GAME BOY- 

(Nintendo) 

[B£HE5I5J 

Personal Arcade' 

ATARI XE" 

ACCESSORIES 

HAND HELDS 

iNtEiu Vision ‘ 
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OK Partner. DRAW! 

With an'and your 
Nintendo, you can be a real artist! 
Everything you need to create incredible 
drawings on your video screen is here, 
videomation has art tools, stamps and an 
animation feature that lets your imagina¬ 
tion go wild! Simply insert the cartridge 
into your Nintendo Entertainment System 

A variety of vivid colors from multiple 
palette selections include hues that can be 
programmed to move! Use animation to 
make the illustrations jump! 
Use the VCR to capture your pictures and 



INTERNATIONAL OUTLOOK 

f- 
Telenet /PC Engine CD-Rom 

VALIS 4 
The people at Telenet have extended their Vails 

series with a forth sequel. You must once again 
equip yourself with the power of the Valis sword and 
fight your way past many different enemies that get in 
the way of your mission. Of course, there are tons of 
animated cinema displays, with digitized voice after 
each level. 
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HUMPHREY! 
Humphrey the astronaut’s been captured by aliens and 
imprisoned in a space ship filled with poison gas and 
killer spike balls. Now he’s fighting his way out. Join 
Humphrey as he hacks into the ship’s central computer 
and discovers a map of the rocket’s 
eight chambers. Help Humphrey 

outsmart, outmanuever and destroy alien Zaks, Garffs 
and slave droids in his quest for freedom. But be careful. 
Humphrey’s air supply is low, and unless he gets a refill 
the game is up. “Altered Space” — the exciting new 

3-D adventure for your Game Boy 
from Sony Imagesoft. 

For play on GAMEBOf. 

CIRCLE #120 ON READER SERVICE CARD. SONY. 



CALL 713-341-6868 FOR NEXT DAY DELIVERY AND PRODUCT INFORMATION 

MEGA DRIVE PC ENGINE SUPER FAMICOM 

AMj™stK'’<8M> 
jjlg§j JB King Turbo Adapter.SCALL 

Camber .50 ^ ^ Sr® 
Cosmic Stories (CD) swans* Alyshia Dragoon (M/D) Dragon Egg (PC) EDF 8 IV 

Devil Hunter Yoko 

F-l Circus'91-S(CD) 
F-l Constructor (CD) 

Cyber Ci!y»8|:p)D) 

Dynasty_Warriors (CD) 
Valis IV (PC-CD) 

s 

F-l Hero (Racing) 
Fighting Masters 

Gda!^R!raIHj|« |^||| telkil s^;“ 
NEO GEO 

Horror Story (CD) 

H[“,CD) |S,:. 
UiniTrtheSilver Star (CD) 
Majyuura (Action) 
MSnwalkeHS) 

NSaSa'JcS^ 
Outrun (8M) 
Phaeria (CD) 
Power Drift (8M) 
Prince ofPersk 

Devil Crash (M/D) 
LramlcD)1 
Mjrgk°i|pupriin 1CD) 

MaSte 
Might & Magic 2 (CD) 

Joe & Mac (SFC) 

( 
igas? 

Ring of Jewels 
Rise of the Dragon (CD) j 

i V'lento (M/DI OveitBuIed Man 2 Sepei Chouh a Quete (SPQ 
Rolling Thunder 11 (8M) 
Run-Ark (8M/Action) 
^h duu >.| the Beast (8M) 
Shevarofs Shield (CD) 
Sorcerer Kingdom (8M) 
Spaceship Gomola 

pr 
Turfo Outrun (8M) 
Undead Lme(8M) 

I.::'. . 
Y;?ffl(8M/RPG) 
3x3°Ey^D/RPG) 
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tayXaiib«lf(a>) 
jtodSj>inB(CD) 
Shadow of the Beast 
Silver ShiehffcD) 

in 
A^t^More...Ca«U>! 
SUPER GRAFX 

Ernest Evans (MD-CD) 
- U Mil) 

Stay With You (CD) 
Super Darius (CD)^ 

Strider (Super Grafx) iE^TAtta k(8M) 

F-i ih».ni.Dii ^ 

TlveManhole (CD) 
TV Sports Hockey 
Valis III (CD) ' 

3S” -■I i --1 - -i 

GhSrtGhostsfflM) 
Strider (8M) 
JAPANESE MAGS. 
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Darius Twin 

Final Fantasy 2 

Legend of Mystical Ninja 

Radio Flyer 
Robo Cop 3 
Space Mega Force 
Super Battle Tank 
Super Battle Toads 
Super Bases Loaded 

ATARI LYNX 

Super EDF(SFC) 

Silva Saga (SFC) 

Forgotten Worlds (PC Super CD) 

Horror Story (PC Super CD) 

Customer Service Is Our Number 1 Priority. We've Increased Our Sales p — — — — — — — — ■ 
Force And Upgraded Our Phone Systems In Order To Ensure Your | (h /"Vta* L' 
Satisfaction. Come Visit Us At Our New Store In Houston And See All The I 4) 3 V-J JT JT 
Newest Arrivals First. Corporate Pricing And Distribution Available. I ANY PRE-PAID 

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK J MAIL-IN ORDER 
[■gP] Now Accepting Visa & Mastercard JlAt: I WITH THIS COUPON 
■■■ CO.D.'s Welcome SH I_ 





DELUXE 
Forgotten Worlds Deluxe is 

the sequel to the popular 
arcade game, Forgotten 
Worlds. This side scrolling 
shooters has been made into 
CD form, and is going to be 
one of the first titles that will be 
available for the Super CD- 
Rom. The controls are the 
same as the original title, but, 
besides enhancing the 
graphics and audio, they have 
added some new and unique 
options and lengthened the 
game with new levels. 

Electronic Gaming Monthly 
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DID YOU EVER WONDER WHAT 
VIDEO GAMES DID FOR FUN? 

VIDEO GAMES GALORE! 
One of the Largest Selections of Mega Drive and Pc Engine Games! 

Turn your TURBOGRAFX into a Pc ENGINE.CALL! 
Turn your GENESIS into a MEGA DRIVE.CALL! 

1*(516)-795*4583 



Light Boy is Bound to 
Attract Attention! 

can't take my Light Boy any place without making a commotion. All I wanted was a few private 
moments on the Game Boy before the offense got off the field; but now I've got these rookies 

from the other team in here. They like the way Light Boy makes the 
t Game Boy screen light up in the dark. The 1 'k times magnification 

is great, too. Light Boy is bound to attract attention. 
Now, how do I get rid of these guys? 

Bilateral lighting ■ 1.5 magnification 
Batteries included ■ Replaceable light bulbs 
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Keeping It Portable Was Tough...Until Now. 

Expanding your Game Boy system does not mean giving up portability; not now. The 
rugged Light Boy GAME KEEPER is a durable and practically designed hard-shell case 
for everything you will need to get the most out of your Game Boy system. 

With special compartments for your Game Boy, Light Boy, Rechargeable Battery Pack, 
Six Game Paks, Game Link, and Ear Phones, the Light Boy GAME KEEPER allows 

for on-the-go action. A port is even provided to allow the cord for the battery pack 
to pass through to Game Boy. If you have a battery pack, you can keep it inside 

the GAME KEEPER and still provide the power to keep your Game Boy going 
on the outside. 

Never again will you have to sacrifice power for portability. 



"Hasta la vista, baby..." 
Not exactly the words you'd 

expect from your everyday, run-of- 
the-mill, cyborg super-killer. But 

Terminator was run-of-the-mill! 
Terminator 2: Judgement Day has 

appeared as the uncontested 
blockbuster movie of the Summer. 
Combining intense action sequen¬ 
ces with some of the most spec¬ 
tacular special effects ever seen, 
T2 has emerged as the first real 
cinema event to come along in 
many years. 

Buoyed by the success of the 
Terminator movies, both Williams 
and Midway have stepped forth to 
capitalize on the appeal of the 
futuristic films with new pinball and 
video games that deliver an action- 
packed experience that rivals their 
namesakes. 

Both the Terminator 2 pinball 
game, developed by Williams 
Electronics and the Judgement Day 
video produced by Midway boast all 
the trappings of movies on which 
they're based. Given the scope of 
Arnold Schwarzenneggar's latest 
action epic, this is grand praise 
indeed! 

The origins of both Terminator 
games, surprisingly, started at 
about the same time as the movie. 
Just as principle photography was 
beginning in Los Angeles, Roger 

Sharpe and his staff of talented 
game developers embarked on a 
challenging new mission to capture 
the sprawling universe that director 
James Cameron was putting on 

"From the first time we read the 
script, we knew that T2 was going 
to be a hit," explained Roger 
Sharpe, VP of Marketing for Wil¬ 
liams who was instrumental in ac¬ 
quiring the license to Terminator 2. 

While the goal of both the video 
and pinball game was to recreate 
the same feeling one would get 
from the movie, both design groups 
faced a number of obstacles on 
their way toward duplicating what 
is now one of the highest-grossing 
movies of all time. 

"One of the problems we ran into 
concerned the disclosure of the T- 
1000," said Steve Ritchie, the head 
designer of Willaims' Terminator 2 
pinball game. "The producers 
wanted to keep Arnold's nemesis a 

released so we were limited in the 
amount of coverage we could 
focus on his role. Other than that 
minor restriction, everyone 
involved with the movie was 
extremely supportive in the designs 
we created," he continued. 

Developing the T2 
pinball required the de- 
signers to be even more 

THE ARCADE 
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EXPERIENCE 

Remarkably, Steve Ritchie and his 
team of veteran pinball wizards have 
succeeded in this quest and, in the 
process, delivered one of the most 
heart-pounding, multi-objective silver 
ball contests ever. The game plays 
like the Future War opening segment 
from the movie and, like that scene, 
never lets up in its intensity! 

With explosions filling the play field 
and Sky-Net standing between you 
and the liberation of mankind from 
the cyborg monsters, you must strike 

out against the Sky-Net 
computers while defend¬ 
ing against Hunter-Killers 

| and Terminators. Go 
-f straight for the Term- 

I jg ^-i inators for a quick multi- 
/M ball play or work your way 
hS through the ramp shots to 
^3 break down the Sky-Net 
■H defenses and initiate 
Hb additional scoring incen- 

Along with the power- 
packed game play, Term¬ 

inator 2 boasts some of the most 
attractive visual and audio support 
ever seen in a pinball. This includes 
actual digitized speech from the 
movie as well as additional tracks 
supplied by Arnold himself. All of 
these elements are combined into 
one package that carries the highest 
level of challenge and fun. Kill Sky- 
Net? No problemo! 

A NEW BREED 

OF VIDEO GAMES 

Equally impressive is Williams' 
new Terminator 2 video game. The 
giant leaps in gaming technology 
that are displayed in the Terminator 
2 pinball game are matched in the 
Judgement Day video game that 
takes digitized screen images and 
integrates them into play to create 
an incredibly realistic environment 
that looks almost as good as the 

Working with Fantasy 2 and the 
rest of the effects technicians re¬ 
sponsible for bringing the incredible 
world of Terminator 2 to life, the 
producers of Midway's new video 
game have captured the actual 
feeling of the movie by taking 
pieces of the film, adding scenes 
and using the same models and 
actors seen in the movie! As much 
as CD-ROM boasts of taking video 
games to the next level, Terminator 
2 actually succeeds! 
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Remarkably, Steve Ritchie and his 
team of veteran pinball wizards have 
succeeded in this quest and, in the 
process, delivered one of the most 
heart-pounding, multi-objective silver 
ball contests ever. The game plays 
like the Future War opening segment 

never lets up in its intensity! 

THE ARCADE EXPERIENCE 

The awesome new Steve Ritchie design - Terminator 2 from Williams 

With explosions filling the play field 
and Sky-Net standing between you 
and the liberation of mankind from 
the cyborg monsters, you must strike 

out against the Sky-Net 
computers while defend¬ 
ing against Hunter-Killers 

| and Terminators. Go 
straight for the Term- 

I . ua inators for a quick multi- 
niB ball play or work your way 

through the ramp shots to 
break down the Sky-Net 

■■ defenses and initiate 
additional scoring incen- 

9 Along with the power- 
packed game play, Term¬ 

inator 2 boasts some of the most 
attractive visual and audio support 
ever seen in a pinball. This includes 
actual digitized speech from the 
movie as well as additional tracks 
supplied by Arnold himself. All of 
these elements are combined into 
one package that carries the highest 
level of challenge and fun. Kill Sky- 
Net? No problemo! 

A NEW BREED 

OP VIDEO GAMES 

Equally impressive is Williams’ 
new Terminator 2 video game. The 
giant leaps in gaming technology 
that are displayed in the Terminator 
2 pinball game are matched in the 
Judgement Day video game that 
takes digitized screen images and 
integrates them into play to create 
an incredibly realistic environment 
that looks almost as good as the 

Working with Fantasy 2 and the 
rest of the effects technicians re¬ 
sponsible for bringing the incredible 
world of Terminator 2 to life, the 
producers of Midway's new video 
game have captured the actual 
feeling of the movie by taking 
pieces of the film, adding scenes 
and using the same models and 
actors seen in the movie! As much 
as CD-ROM boasts of taking video 
games to the next level, Terminator 
2 actually succeeds! 
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Terminator 2: Judgement Day 
uses its state-of-the-art graphics in 
a conventional head-to-head gun 
game with more than a few perks 
built-in for advanced players. You 
must lead the resistance through 
Future War, guard John Conner, the 
leader of the resistance as he 
makes his way into Sky-Net Central 
Command, blow up the computer 
and send a reprogrammed T-800 to 
the distant past as a protector. Like 

the movie, the action then moves to 
the present day where Sarah and 
John must be protected. One of 
the coolest features of the T2 video, 
however, is the manner in which the 
designers have incorporated actual 
film footage into the game, including 
parts of the movie that didn't make it 
into the final cut! This extra 
footage, combined with the all-out 
intensity of the game play that lets 

The design team responsible for 
creating Midway's incredible 

new Terminator 2 video game! 

A member of the T2 team 
digitizes one of the actual 
models used in the movie! 

you destroy specific parts of the 
robot war machines depending on 
where you hit them, make 
Terminator 2: Judgement Day one 
of the hottest games to ever appear! 
Play it where you find coin-op 
games now! 

SEGA UNVEILS NEW HOLOGRAPHIC TECHNOLOGY!! 
Video games have gone holo¬ 

graphic! 
Now, this exciting technology is 

being harnessed in Sega's latest 
coin-op entry, Time Traveler. By 
using an industrial laserdisc 
player and a special monitor 
display, Time Traveler is capable 
of producing images with an 
incredible three-dimensional 
quality to them. Don't look for any 
wimpy computer characters 
either, because Time Traveler 
uses the actual images and 
voices of live actors to play out its 
26th century saga. 

As Marshall Gram, you've been 
selected to journey through time, 
fighting past the evil renegade sci¬ 
entist Vulcor to reach the beautiful 
Kyi-La, Princess of the Galactic 
Federation. Standing in your way 
are a variety of time zones featur¬ 
ing everything from cowboys to 

ninja warriors to space knights. 
With its exciting storyline and 

amazing visuals, Time Traveler 
represents another breakthrough in 
arcade entertainment from Sega! 



Your elite special forces team of 
NAVY SEALS must rescue a helicopter 
crew captured by terrorists. Their 
hideout: somewhere in Beirut. Find i 
penetrate it, make your rescue— and 
discover a cache of stolen Stinger 
missiles while you're at it! 
And that's just the beginning. You wi 
storm ships, uncover decoys, track an 
informant, and carry out hair-raising 
missions, all before you can catch you 

As a SEAL, your training has been 
ultimate. You may practice each level 

\ through completely on your 

axon 
PICTURES CORP. 

I 
You are America's Secret 
Uleapon against Terrorism! 

(Nintendo) 

'HZ*** 

Ocean of America, Inc. 
1855 O’Toole Ave., Suite D-102, San Jose, CA 95131 
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FIGHT THE GREATEST OF 
TERRORS! 

The Legend of Kosojinrai Musha is an 
action adventure featuring the quest of a leg¬ 
endary warrior who must rescue a young girl 
and seal off a cave filled with deadly horrors. 
The girl is the daughter of the man who has 
been guarding the cave to prevent the return 
of the devils who have plagued the land. 
Using a traditional Japanese lance, you must 
enter the cave and battle the demons holding 
the innocent girl. Once she is saved, you 
must get back to the surface and seal off the 
cave again so the devils cannot return again. 
There are seven levels you must pass to be 
victorious over the evil that is returning to 
your world. Along the way, you will find 
weapons and armor that was placed there by 
a former guardian of the caves. 
Use it to bring you victory, for 
defeat means the end of the 

know it! 
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IS IS STAR CONTROL™. The first 12 
*abit game. In a word GamePro calls it 
itastic” Game Players says “Even more 
iressive than the size of the game, though, 
le game itself’.’ Star Control is the perfect 
mce of interstellar combat and strategy, 

placing you as die 
ultimate starship 
warrior—fighting in 
a galactic war of 
epic proportions. 

WHOLE NEV 
IS IS HARDBALL!™ The first eight 
*abit baseball game. The best selling base- 
simulation of all-time. Mega Play calls it 

ihenomenal baseball game for the Genesis. 
Efers everything you could ask for in a 
eball game and more. Superb graphics’.’ 

HardBall! puts you in 
control of 26 big league 
rosters in an action- 
packed quest for a 
World Series ring. 

I million fans can’t be wrong. 



THIS IS MIKE ] 

The full-metd dude with an 

thisisturrican; 
The most destructive 
force since RoboCop™ 
and Terminator™ In 
your Chromidium armor, 

you challenge evil with the most devastating 
arsenal of firepower in the galaxy. Mega Play 
calls it “the ultimate action game for Genesis. 
There’s a huge variety of weapons and tech¬ 
niques you must master to beat this challenging 
and great playing cart.. .1 love this game!” 

The first eight megabit football game.l 
the Genesis. Bigger and badder than any 

Better music and sounds—indudinj 
Chicago Bears head coach “Iron” M 

/WAY TO 
THIS IS ONSLAUGHT.™ 
An enormous universe 
of magic and might. 
Electronic Gaming Monthly 
calls it “beautifully 

detailed’.’ High End says that “there is so much 
action being thrown at you at one time, that it 
makes the name of the game highly appropriate’.’ 
You are cast in a barbaric struggle across a 
medieval wasteland. A bloodthirsty rabble has 
ravaged your kingdom. Now you must reclaim it. 



This is realistic. 
This is electric. 

This is Ballistic. And it’s a 
whole new way to play. 

To order, visit your favorite 
retailer or call1-800-245-7744. 

eAussT/cT 

DITKA POWER FOOTBALL™. 
The only 100% brand new football game coming out this season for 
ything the competition can muster. Better graphics. Better animation, 
g the digitized voice of Jim Tunney, 31-year veteran NFL referee, 
like Ditka says it best: “This game kicks butt and takes names” 

This is the 
free poster 

offer* One of 
five 38"x 26" 

posters of 
package art by 
world famous 

illustrator 
Boris Vallejo can 

be yours free with 
each Ballistic 
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AND ITS A WHOLE NEW WAY 10 
This is realistic. 
This is electric. 

This is Ballistic. And it’s a 
whole new way to play. 

To order, visit your favorite 
retailer or call1-800-245-7744. 
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A new- 
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THIS IS STAR CONTROL™. The first 12 
megabit game. In a word GamePro calls it 
“fantastic’.’ Game Players says “Even more 
impressive than the size of the game, though, 
is tiie game itself’.’ Star Control is the perfect 
balance of interstellar combat and strategy, 

placing you as the 
ultimate starship 
warrior—fighting in 
a galactic war of 
epic proportions. 

thisisturrican: 
The most destructive 
force since RoboCop™ 
and Terminator.™ In 
your Chromidium armor, 

you challenge evil with the most devastating 
arsenal of firepower in the galaxy. Mega Play 
calls it “the ultimate action game for Genesis. 
There’s a huge variety of weapons and tech¬ 
niques you must master to beat this challenging 
and great playing cart.. .1 love this game!” 

THIS IS ONSLAUGHT.™ 
An enormous universe 
of magic and might. 
Electronic Gaming Monthly 
calls it “beautifully 

detailed’.’ High End says that “there is so much 
action being thrown at you at one time, that it 
makes the name of the game highly appropriate!’ 
You are cast in a barbaric struggle across a 
medieval wasteland. A bloodthirsty rabble has 
ravaged your kingdom. Now you must reclaim it. 

THIS IS MIKE DITKA POWER FOOTBALL! 
The first eight megabit football game. The only 100% brand new football game coming out this season for 

the Genesis. Bigger and badderthan anything the competition can muster. Better graphics. Better animation. 
Better music and sounds—including the digitized voice of Jim Tinney, 31-year veteran NFL referee. 
Chicago Bears head coach “hon” Mike Ditka says it best: “This game kicks butt and takes names’.’ 

This is the 
free poster 

offer* One of 
five 38" x 26" 

posters of 
package art by 
world famous 

illustrator 
Boris Vallejo can 

be yours free with 
each Ballistic 

purchase. 

the boundaries 

of graphics, sound, 

^AA,i ***$ and 

tyTFive new 

experience 

everything your 

system was 

'm 

THIS IS HARDBALL!™ The first eight 
megabit baseball game. The best selling base¬ 
ball simulation of all-time. Mega Play calls it 
“a phenomenal baseball game for the Genesis. 
It offers everything you could ask for in a 
baseball game and more. Superb graphics’.’ 

HardBall! puts you in 
control of 26 big league 
rosters in an action- 
packed quest for a 
World Series ring. 
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fiN ADVENTURE 
WITHOUT EQUAL 

SOLSTICE 2 
8 MEG Sony DECEMBER 1991 

10 HE IIEM 
THE LOWEST PRICES ON 

THE HOTTEST 
VIDEOGAME 

REVIEWS! 
The Future of Video Game Information is Here Today. 

Just Call:1-900-226-3431 

CIRCLE #208 ON READER SERVICE CARD. 





SEGA DO 
When it comes to video game systems, there’s nothing Sega can’t do. 

Take Sega Genesis," for instance. The number one selling 16-bit game sys¬ 
tem. The Sega Master System II.™ Redesigned and game ready for under 

NOW $149”^^ 
RETAIL For 16-bit action, nothing beats Sega Genesis. 

Since 1989 Genesis has been the leader and number one 

best seller in 16-bit systems. Genesis software is known 

Wgk X for superior graphics, action, animation and 

Wgk ^^^ichallenging game play. Along with stereo 

sound. And this year is no exception, 

with the introduction of Sonic The 

Hedgehog the fastest video game 

character ever And other new games like Tbejam & Earf" Quack 

Shot,” Fantasia, Spider-Man® and Mario LeMieux Hockey 

Segal 

P|k grap 

fe¬ 

rn 

If it’s 8-bit you’re into, you can’t do better than the 

Sega Master System. A longtime leader in 8-bit 

graphics and gameplay, the redesigned Sega Master 

System II makes the best 8-bit system around 

even better The current library of more than 

100 hits is still growing. And with new tides 

like Shadow Dancer The Secret of Shinobf 

Strider Spider-Manr and Golden Axe 

Warrior due out this year, there’s no end in sight. 



ESITALL 
$50. Sega’s new Game Gear!" The big-screen color portable with an 
optional TV tunerf And of course, the Sega game library—a fantastic col¬ 
lection of the latest and greatest action-packed games for all Sega systems. 

Japan’s hottest selling color portable video game, 

Sega’s new Game Gear; is now available in the U.S. 

Game Gear boasts a bigger screen than 

Gameboy™ and the more expensive Turbo 

Express? It has the sharpest picture of any 

portable screen in its price range. And an optional 

TV tuner that turns Game Gear into a portable 

color TV set. Game Gear titles feature arcade blockbusters like 

Shinobi? Super Monaco GP "and G-LOC!" 

Sega’s library of action packed tides just keeps growing 

and growing. Sega Genesis, by the end of the year, will have 

100 games. Far more than anyone in the 16-bit category. 

And add in the Power Base Converter and Genesis will have 

over 100 more tides, 200 games in all. Sega Master Systems II 

users can look forward to tides like Joe Montana Football™ 
and Moonwalker” And Game Gear will be launching 

Joe Montana Football™ and Outrun™ just to name a few 

So come into your 

nearest video dealer 

and let him show you 

how Genesis can do it all for you. 

: #107 ON READER SERVICE CARD. 
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WELCOME! 
An overview of where SEGA is going from the 
one who knows - President Tom Kalinske! 

SEGA NEWS 
SEGA has the hot games for the best systems! 

GENESIS: CLASSICS 
There are over 100 games in the stores - NOW! 

GENESIS: SNEAK PREVIEWS 
More than 50 new games are on their way! 

ROAD TO RENOVATION 
Take a close look at the games from Renovation. 

TRECO TIMES 
Task Force Harrier EX, Breech and more are 
highlighted in this insert! 

GAME GEAR 
Check out the existing and new games for the 

ACCESSORIES 
Sega and it's licensees have new peripherals. 

MASTER SYSTEM 2 
Sonic the Hedgehog is coming soon! 

SONIC THE COMIC! 
SEGA's Super Hero is on a new adventure! 

4 Sega Force 





Yo. Wha’sup? My name is Toe- up planet in the whole universe, hip-hop and explore the full Earth 
Jam, and this here is my homeboy Earth. Now the two of us are lookin’ scene to score the Righteous Rap- 
Big Rappin’ Earl (guess who’s Big at a most magnanimous adventure, master Module Speakers and 
Earl). We’re a couple of cold bussin’ Looks like we’re gonna have to munchies we’ll need for the ride 
aliens from the planet Funkotron. ___ home. But yo, we know what time 
Check it out, Earl crashed our hype it is. By the time Earl and I blow 
cruising vessel on the most funked- (3 fi | 53 this ’hood, we will have achieved 

Leading the 16-bit revolution? 



Earl, Iwo hip 

Supreme Funk Lord status. Whad- the crazed shopper and worst of all, 
dya say Earl? “Uh oh.” the nerd herd. But we’ll be livin’ 

Say what? Oh sorry, Earl’s pants large if we can find some of these 
fall down sometimes, he’s still a presents, like rocket skates and 
Dufus. What my homey meant to tomato slingshots. So word up and 
say is that we gotta dis these freaky chill out lazy Earth-dudes, ’cause 
locals, like this mad dentist dude, we’re jammin’. 35° |zj 
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MEGA- 
L BIT J 

COMING SOON 
DISIRIBUTOR 

mwym lb/? opei$s\ 
mtRLDOFJ 



Difficulty: Hard 

Theme: Shooter 

Difficulty: Avg. 

Theme: Shooter 
Players:1 
Difficulty: Avg. 

Theme: Shooter 

Difficulty: Avg. 

Theme: Adven. 

Difficulty: Avg. 

Difficulty: Avg. 

Theme: Action 
Player: 1-2 
Difficulty: Easy 

on the Genesis 
shooter is cho 
for a chance to 

This fast paced-for 
(-full of enemy plani 

AIR BUSTER-KANEKO 
t is in peril as a ruthless i 



' Licensed by 
.©SEIBU KAIHATSU, INC. 

AVAILABLE 
EARLY 

SEPTEMBER 



Size: 4 Meg 
Levels: 6 
Theme: Shooter 
Player: 1 
Difficulty: Avg 

Player: 1 
Difficulty: Avg. 

Difficulty: Hard 

I Player: 1 
I Difficulty: Hard 

Sega's first golf game has you driving the link 
with your guide. Arnold Palmer. You can play 
fantastic round of 16-bit golf alone or with a frien 
Chose your clubs wisely and watch for the wind! 

ARROW FLASH - RENOVATION 

Treco's first cart on the 16-bitter casts you i 
control of a robot that is in fact man's last stan 
against the alien attackers facing the Earth' 
forces who are dropping like flies real fast. 

BATMAN - SUNSOFT 
The Caped crusader is back in Gotham, ready to 

take on the Joker and his band of thugs to the 
death. Use a variety of punches, kicks and your 

BATTLE SQUADRON - ELECTRONIC ARTS 
Out of nowhere came a vast empire bent on our 

galaxy's destruction! You are the only one brave 
enough to try to halt their plans. Use all of your 
weapons and bombs to save the Earth for good! 

BIMINI RUN - NUUISION 
Oh No! 

plans for t 
wicked mad scientist 

il domination of the Ear 
ultimate 

BLOCK OUT - ELECTRONIC ARTS 
The popular 3-D version of Tetris is nc 

available on the 16 bit wonder. Match pieces : 
that you can complete a whole level. Be careful 

BUDOKAN:THE MARTIAL SPIRIT - ELECTRONIC ARTS 
E.A. began it all with the first martial arts 

simulation. You'll need to train, keep fit, and be 
ready to take on the toughest competitors around 

BURNING FORCE - NAMCO 
You are a cadet in a flight school. Now you're 

going to be tested on the new brand of hovercraft 
for your final exam. Fly through levels after levels 



Avoid eating before playing this game 

ings of Wor! 

throngli six Iceus domains 

includinglthe Death Cavern, 

(.host Waters. Castle if Fear 

Hallway of Havoc. Mutant 

bloodstream. and finally hi” 

above the cloud»oYo^wjll 

come face to fauHwBRmnl 

boss enemies that are so 

gruesome you can't bear to 

look at them, hit be strong 

and continue m. yowtfeopt 

are counting on yoh.^v 



Theme: Action 

Difficulty: Avg. 

Levels: 6 
Theme: Action 

I Difficulty: Avg 

■ Difficulty: Easy 

Choose between five people, 
be Buster Douglas himself, in 
Use your jabs, uppercuts, a 

> of which could 
knock-out cart, 
other fighting 

techniques and 

COLUMNS-SEGA 

CYBERBALL-SEGA 
ir sports-minded area 

players. Play alone or with a friend fc 

DICK TRACY-SEGA 

skateboards". Battle your way through si 
and buy continues in this all out street fight! 

DYNAMITE DUKE-SEGA 
Enemy terrorists are beginning the conquest of 



The Video Game. 

«<4i;fcra» JUNJOFT 
CIRCLE #164 ON READER SERVICE CARD. 



ITheme: RPG 

Difficulty: Hard 

ITheme: Action 
I Player: 1 
I Difficulty: Avg. 

Difficulty: Avg 

Theme: Shooter 
Player: 1 
Difficulty: Avg 

Theme: Shooter 

Difficulty: Avg. 

FAERY TALE ADVENTURE - ELECTRONIC ARTS 
The enchanted land have been struck by an evil 

that has plagued the lands. Cast as a brave 

i that your people i 

FANTASIA - SEGA 

FINAL ZONE-RENOVATION 

Pitched 
• varying results. 

FIRE SHARK - DREAMWORKS 

to fly throu 
purchasing' 

GAIARES - RENOVATION 
st 8 Meg shooter to come oi 
The evil empire Gulfer is atte 

lur advantage is your TOZ uni Earth. 

GAIN GROUND - RENOVATION 

journeying throuc 
slaught of different 



KYUd of AMERICA, INC. K YUGO 
14 Higashiyama Meguro-ku TC 

© KYUGO TRADING., LTD. 1991 



So you want a Genesis’1 game 
with real impact? 

Play John Madden Footballm 
A game as big and tough as 

the man himself. Seventeen teams. 
_/*«■*._ Each one 
SCNCglS : and scrambling 
its way to Super Sunday Each one 

caliber players who you 
make dive, spin, 

block, and break tackles. 



You can call more than 100 real plays, 
too, for complete, easy on-screen play 
calling, 
right 
play-book. Even 
audibles. 

So everything’s 
true to the game 
itself. Bone-jarring 
sounds of the 
trenches. Animation 
that will flatten you. 
Intense pressure. And half-time 
highlights and stats. 

All the players have real attributes. You get 
guys with better hands. Guys who are faster. 

Even special short yardage units. 
, As the big man himself says, “Some 

guys aren’t mudders. Some guys 
can’t hold a block on grass. 

That’s real football. 
That’s in the game’.' 

Think you can 
a harder hitting 

game? Get 



Theme: Action 
Player:2 
Difficulty: Avg. 

ITheme: Action I 

I Difficulty: Hard 

ISize: 4 Meg 
[Levels: 5 
ITheme: Shooter 

[Difficulty: Avg. 

GHOSTBUSTERS- SEGA 
gonna call? Why the chaps at 

GHOULS N GHOSTS - SEGA 

HARD DRIUIN - TENGEN 
tly recognized arcade title ol 

HELLFIRE - SEISMIC 
Intruder Alert! The Earth is in 
fasion of mutant life forms from 
ot your craft through 6 perilou: 
en smashing action. Many other 

the grips of an 
i another planet! 
is levels of mad 
r suprises! 

HERZOG ZWEI • SEGA 



tequaled valor and magical abilities to 
range Gorgan’s prophecy. 
Wield your weapon through a maze of 

rven enchanted levels including the “6a 
Evil". "Dark Fields", and “Graveyard 



JAMES POND - ELECTRONIC ARTS 
Pond...James Pond. Your mission is 

out who is polluting the water before all 
s lost. With missions like For Your Fins 
Fishfingers, this soft is pure fun! 

JOE MONTANA FOOTBALL ■ SEGA 
The Popular 49ers player has his name on this 

sports title. From his vast experience, Joe 
programmed in his playbook for realism and Sega 
added the graphics and game play. 

feJL 

Theme: Action I 
Players: 1 
Difficulty: Easy I 

Players: 1 
Difficulty: Avg. 

Theme: Puzzle 
Players:1-2 
Difficulty: Avg. 

< I Theme: Sport 
Players: 1-2 

OB Difficulty: Avg. 

[Theme: Action 

I Difficulty: Avg. 

JOHN MADDEN FOOTBALL - ELECTRONIC ARTS 

meanest of the street grunts 
lion and tough, challenging acti 

KINGS BOUNTY - ELECTRONIC ARTS 

balance of 



though they always 

They are he 
js numbers. bazookas are necessary to destroy heavy 

imatched agility and quick 

stepped forth t 
They have fc 

‘Thunder Fox’ 

necessary 

renegades 
successful 



[Theme: Action 
I Players: 1 
Difficulty: Easy 

Theme: Action 
Players: 1 
Difficulty: Avg. 

Theme: RPG 
Players: 1 
Difficulty: Hard 

Theme: Sport 
Players: 1-2 
Difficulty: Avg 

Theme: Action 
Players: 1-2 
Difficulty: Avg. 

Theme: Maze 
Players:1-2 
Difficulty: Avg. 

I Difficulty: Easyl 

MUSHA - SEISMIC 

MUSHA, 

MICKEY MOUSE IN THE CASTLE OF ILLUSION - SEGA 

MIDNIGHT RESISTANCE - SEGA 
A hardly- 

jntrols that eight different' 
amount 

i the Earth from 

MIGHT AND MAGIC 2 - ELECTRONIC ARTS 
The sequel 

16 bit format! 
characters to 

MONDU 'S FIGHT PALACE - ACTIUISION 
Here is the future of space gladiator comba 

character 

MS. PACMAN - TENGEN 

PACMANIA - TENGEN 
svel through 



I Size: 4 Meg 

Theme: Sports 
Players: 1-2 
Difficulty: Avg. 

Difficulty: Hard 

Ipiayers: 1 
I Difficulty: Avg. 

I Size: 4 Meg 

I Theme: Action 
Ipiayers: 1 
I Difficulty: Hard 

PHANTASY STAR 2 - SEGA 
iquel to the innovative Master Syster 
>S 2 has you traversing many uncharte 

i defeat the mother brain! 

PHANTASY STAR 3 - SEGA 

jgh to really clean 
your command in tl 

POWERBALL - NAMCO 







I Theme: Action 

■ Difficulty: Easy 

[Theme: Sport 
players: 1 
I Difficulty: Avg. 

ITheme: Action 

I Difficulty: Avg. 

Players: 1 
Difficulty: Avg. 

RASTAN SAGA 2 -TAITO 
The sequel to the popular Master System title is 

now out for the Genesis. You can get many 
different weapons like iron claws and swords to 
aid you on your new quest. 

RBI 3 -TENCEN 
The third in the spectacular baseball series is 

just out! All of the stats and players are up-to-date 
and the game play has been tweaked to near 
perfection! 

REUENGE OF SHINOBI - SEGA 

SAGAIA - TAITO 

the Genesis with only; 
shooter your goal is ti 
fish-iike warships. 

s change! In this great 
away a fleet of giant 

SHADOW BLASTERS - SAGES CREATION 
The god of evil - Ashura wants to conquer the 

human race. You and your group will need to use 
your special magical powers to stop him before he 
gets too strong to beat! 

SHADOW DANCER - SEGA 
The latest chapter in the shinobi family. This 

time a race of power-mad ninjas are in New York 
ready to take on the world! This time, Joe is not 
alone as he now has his faithful canine, Yamato. 

SHOUE IT-DREAMWORKS 
Ever wanted to get a fast car, lots of money, 

your best girl by your side? Now all you nee 
do is to get 160 different floors filled with be 
organized in order to complete the owners offi 

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG - SEGA 

have been kidnapped by the evil Dr. Robotnic. 

SPACE HARRIER 2 - SEGA 
Add enhanced pseudo 3-D graphics to a popular 

SMS cart and you have a great Genesis shooter. 
Blow away the enemy coming out at you while 
dodging the local terrain. 



ITheme: Shooter 

■ Difficulty: Avg. 

ITheme: Action 
■Players: 1 I 
I Difficulty: Hard 

Theme: Action 
Players: 1 
Difficulty: Avg. 

Difficulty: Hard 

[Size: 4 Meg 
Levels: N/A 
ITheme: Race 
■ Players: 1 
I Difficulty: Avg. 

Difficulty: Hard 

Size: 4 Meg 
Levels: 1 
Theme: Shooter 

Difficulty: Avg. 

iPlayers: 1 
I Difficulty: Avg. 

SPACE INVADERS 91 -TAITO 
re back! The veterans of the Atari 

SPIDERMAN - SEGA 

STREET SMART - TRECO 

STRIDER - SEGA 
on have come to take 
t of the Strider order- 
against the invaders 

vorld once again! 

SUPER HYDLIDE - SEISMIC 

and defeat 
complex gut 

SUPER HANG ON - SEGA 

SUPER MONACO GP -SEGA 
Our 1990 Best Sports Simulation aw 

SUPER THUNDERBLADE - SEGA 

%
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Difficulty: Hard 

Size: 4 Meg 
Levels: 9 
Theme: Shooter 

Difficulty: Avg. 

Size: 4 Meg 

Theme: Shooter 
Players: 1 
Difficulty: Avg. 

Size: 4 Meg I 

Theme: Shooter I 
I Players:1 
I Difficulty: Easy! 

[Theme: Shooter 
I Players: 1 
I Difficulty: Avg. 

SWORD OF SODAN • ELECTRONIC ARTS 
ranslated to 
swordsman 

BLOOD! 

SWORD OF UERMILION - SEGA 
owing the lines of Phantasy Star, Vei 

TARGET EARTH - DREAMWORKS 
The unthinkable has happened! A slaughtering 

ice of mutants are attacking the poor Earth. You 
lust put on a special combat suit equipped with 
ophisticated weapons and head out to battle. 

THUNDER FORCE 2 - SEGA 
The galaxy is being ravaged by an hot 

i beings! Take the helm of a unique sp 
ith awesome firepo 
jrprises! tany, many 

THUNDER FORCE 3 -TECHNOSOFT 

TOMMY LASORDA BASEBALL - SEGA 

TRUXTON- SEGA 
he Genesis! This 
!, enemies, bosses 
totally unique and 

TWIN COBRA - SEGA 



I Size: 4 Meg 
Levels: N/A 

ITheme: Action 
■Players: 1 
Difficulty: Easy 

Theme: Shooter 
Players: 1 
Difficulty: Avg. 

Theme: Sport 
Players: 1-2 I 
Difficulty: Easy 

ITheme: Action 
■Players: 1 
I Difficulty: Easy 

VALIS 3 - RENOVATION 
istallment of the Valis series has been 
) 16-bit! The Dark World is about to 
st void, and they want Earth. Take the 
lis to save the world once again! 

WARDNER - MENTRIX 
down into utter 1 

destruction. Gi 

homeland 

WARRIOR OF ROME - BIGNET 
you ever wanted to become the emperi 

Thanks to the minds at Bignet, you 
I of your troops across the terrain so 
) obtain more of the empire. 

WHIP RUSH - RENOVATION 
he vast universe harbors an alien entity that 
its eyes set on the planet Earth. Pilot your 

ibat vessel through 5 levels of intense aerial 
ting filled with power-ups and intense music! 

WINGS OF WOR - DREAMWORKS 
:al creatures 

thwart 
plans. Highly detail 

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP SOCCER - SEGA 









Menacing Graphics.Sinister Action 

■ . ■ l. jV X? 
Shadow of the Beast- 8 Ultra-Compression megs. 132 twisted/creatures. 

;Fgtaj Rewind12'tteacherbus levelsXlrst prize is yoiir life. 

sston are vadeJparlM of Elecfroi 
of Sega EnterpriseetW. Fatal F 
CJifloo-Oey, Shadow of The Bea 
otRcte iu^^^6J#5SEi 





TAKE A LOOK AT THE NEW SEGA TITLES! 

♦ 

15 HOT 

RENOVATION 

SEGA TITLES 

REVIEWED 

AND 

OUTLINED! 

EL VIENTO 

WHIP RUSH 

PINAL ZONE 

DINO LAND 

GAIARES 

ARCUS ODYSSEY 

GAIN GROUND 

GRANADA 

BEASTWARRIORS 

MASTER OP MONSTERS 

VALIS III 

ARROW PLASH 

SYD VALIS 

YS III 

VAPOR TRAIL 
ADVERTISING SUPPLEMENT 



Svuttvuuup 
The Tangs 
are swift and 
deadly to 

Enter the deserted I 
castle and beware j j V 
the speedy bats ” “:| 11 
inside! The Bubble Beast 
hates sharp objects... 

rehouse 

/tuaito&te 'Ttrwew^i J99J! 

SHI II 
J 

~ip|gpp-1 
Tftoqic - ~ Cl 



■ NTERGAL ACTIC 

t TREACHERY 

the overpopulation of'TSWi, three scout 

Five years lat^^HlBwere thought to 

Hjftng the planet V^^^^BWweek 
a masfive starship appeared at the edge 

jtgd its guns, the Earth's defense squadron 
led ti^Whip Rush 1000 infiltration ship 

up, and down! 
Get the options!. 

he is the EartiVs 
shance for freedom, 



you feel the inertia shift when the catapult launches the glittery j 
pinball into the play area? If not, then you haven't been playing! I 
Dino Land has multiple-scrolling play screens, different pinball! 
setups, and hidden bonus rounds! Change the difficulty setting to; 
adjust the effects of gravity on the ball. Send a red hot ball blaz¬ 
ing into a Tyrannosaurus’ mouth! To really skyrocket the score, 
shoot the pinball into the slot machine for a mystery ’ " 1 
terrain gets tougher as the points progress, so keep or 
Roaming dinosaurs litter the screen in a vain attempi 

Grab the bonus icons 

tonus. The 
i your toes! I 

stop your 
as they appear for super point 
awards! Everything you love about 
pinball is waiting in Dino Land, with 

Iff 
iki 



Rolling 
Collidere 

Renovation 5 
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I Your comrades have been cap- 
jtured by a ruthless army, it's your 
I job to rescue them! Take every pre- 
I caution, and perhaps bring along a 
Ifriend. Two can play through each 
lot the fifty precarious levels! How 
I good do you think you are? Can 
I you master all 50 levels and take 
I the last level commander? There’s 
| only one way to find out!_I 

W/MW. t 
W/f.W/, 



nil 

: army's Ass machil 

OPTIONS AND POWER UPS!! 



2p 
MISSION THREE 

JWatch out! After you 
•destroy the missile 
placements on this 
boss, he launches a 
flametnro 

MISSION 
It's nightti 
nobody is ii 

udegs! This 

behind. Use 
isely. 

• :#vl MISSION 

rough! Las 

FIVE 
getting 

• f 1 
where, and it's your 
Job to destroy them. 
Stay in the upper left 
to defeaHhe boss. 

Warrior; 1 



ffkster of ffamsters 

Frqbc scenes! 
Once a monster gets close tc 
either another monster or a 
Master character, a fight 
scene ensues. Watch closely 
as the two combatants hack 
away at each other using 
claws, swords and magic! 



o
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i 
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VALISII VALIS III 
"The Reign of "The Plight of 
King Megas" the Dark World 

LEVEL TWO LEVEL THREE 



ME - ^li 
It was a peaceful dpr on planet Earth in the 

year 20XX when tftey arrived. The first 
I squadron wiped out the Earth'sdefense grid 
i while the main bodty of 
: fS&rKjSjNiTjSj ships converged on the* 

center of the Earth Nation 
government facilities, wip- 

2 ing out all human life inp, 

tions. The rest of yourciomrades have fallen, but 
you remain to carry <jh the battle! Take on the 
enemy armada in a fury of photon beams and 
neutron missiles! In a pincft, you also have the 
awesome Arrow Flash defense barrier and V- 
Beam! "Don't get too confident, however. The 
alien forces aren't exactly 
pushovers! They'll be 
pulling out all of the stops HHflES 
to shove you six feet 
under throughout your JMSmlJgms 
brave mission! L l 

Renovatic 





nminm December mu 

the mi s' i-aca 

CONTINUE*... 
Syd Valis takes the 

original Valis story and" 
stretches it into a new 
dimension. Follow 

Yuko on her quest to defeat the armies of King- 
Rogles in the Dream World. Blessed with the 
power of the ancient Sword of Valis, she may 
actually stand a chance against the evil armada. 
Utilizing the sword's vast power and magic, 
travels through numer¬ 
ous areas until she 
reaches the final 
encounter with King 
Ftogles himself! Can 

i help her battle for 

THE ttHMOO WILL VPlIE VOU! 

J-
K

 



nWESOME 

BY! 



Dare to wield the 
sword of Valis! 

(/ 

Okay, so the real world isn't so bad. But Dreamland and the 

Dark World are absolutely killer! And you're part of it. 

You become Yuko Ahso, and you get transported to the 

otherworld to defend Dreamland against attack from the Dark 

King Glames. Only by wielding the powerful Sword of Valis can 

Yuko and her twin sister, Valna, defeat Glames' evil hordes. 

I Characters like Queen Valna, Cham, and the evil Garther 

l make this dramatic action game unlike any other. 

K Valis III. A game so realistic you'll have trouble separating 

fantasy from reality. 

987 UNIVERSITY AVE., SUITE 10, LOS GATOS, CA 95030 408/395-8375 

supplement were provided to the Sendai Publishing Group 
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elcome to the Blood Pit,: 







FEATURING THE NEWEST HITS FROM TRECO! 

TIMES 



fHm. 

Before you head into a fight, lay a 
wager on either you or your oppo¬ 
nent. Your bets decide your fate: 

\Yl/'AAY 



SPACE DUEL! 
When you comAcrM 
enemy fortifications, yo 
bound to run into some g 
anrMhe like. QuicISy draw 
weapon and blast awayM 
are successful, you car, 
ceed without hesitation. 

EQUIP THE PARTY! 
ou will usually start the mis 

HEY! LET'S FIGHT!! 
I It's all-out space war in Breach for the Segap 
Genesis! Years after the development of the' 
hyperspace engine, Earth's colonies spread" 
throughout a zone known as the Home Cluster. 
Due to limitations to the hyperspace phenome¬ 
na, jumps were limited to the Home Cluster' 
alone. A hundred years later, a strange artifact 
was discovered that acted as a hyperspace 
booster. This gateway allowed for true interstel¬ 
lar travel art^^used the second Great Expan- 

Fifty y^^pgo, the separate clusters were 
cut off frcflNBe Home Cluster creating the 
Great Panic. New federations were formed to 
maintain Ability, and suddenly, the hyper- 

:;space gateways were reactivated. Now it 
appears that a conspiracy involving the Home 
Cluster government is underway, and hostilities 
have become fierce between the individual 
colonies. It's your job to carry out surgical 
strikes to divide the enemy forces. Also on your 
agenda are rescue operations and seek-and- 

MISSION GET 'EM UP 

ACCOMPLISHED!! MOUE 'EM OUT! 
All right!! It's been hard work, Get on your feet soldier! This 
but you've succeeded and full- is war, and there is no time for 
filled your mission. Now that vacations! Look over your next 
your target has been nullified, briefing documents and head 
you must rest and prepare for on out to the next target area, 
your next mission. Good Luck!! 

gift ji? 
mm 



i i miii 1 1 
iSa r mM 

INVASION OF THEU.S.A.M 
Underground communists have overthrown 

the U.S.S.R. in an attempt to destroy the free 
world. Using the new TU-190 bomber, the ifc. 
rebels are preparing to launch an invincible . 

The military group FALCON is called in to 
annihilate the revolutionaries before they rtlJC 
activate this deadly warbird. The impedend- nnilV/ll vrlt 
ing invasion is on the horizon, and the forces Time to launch the first often- war plane. Your main target is 
are gathering. The Harrier V is the only hope sive! The enemy fortifications large attack helicopter protect- 
to thwart rebel attack... are weak here, so concentrate ing the outer defenses. 

n powering up your Harrier V 

5P.W' 

■f! 

MISSION TWO 
After skillfully defeating the 
slow attack chopper, move on 
to the second line of enemy 

MISSION THREE 
The main objective of the thir 
mission is to wipe out th 
rebel's main air squadron. Foi 

THE PLANE WITH POWER! 



MORE CHALLENGES AWAIT IN MISSION 8! 





Use them for frontal assaults. 

HSSSESSSH3iI3 

bORsemAP 
These proud warriors are 
excellent on the mainland, 
especially against monsters. 

the strongest monsters. 

BQSRSnBEiQ Hi JBhE EH.M-W 

QRfFOP 
As the strongest muscle 
money can buy, the grifons can 
fly over walls for surprise. 









Your fifty caliber machine gun, rocket launcher, 
and flame thrower, along with several power-up 
items help you through the jungles of Viet Nam 
to get to the Rendezvous Sector. 

Captain “Windbreak” Addis is continuing 
boldly with the mission when... 

Captain Addis' plane 
crashes in the jungle. As 
he ejects from his plane, 
he is swarmed by VCs. 

> 16 Directional Shooting 

>• 4 Direction Scroll 

Mentrix Software, Inc. 





'7 wAsmwsw&tf 
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4 RACE *&WW$r Tint MOST Vrl'Ql/S BrkrA* 



vmv (,o Ht^D-ro-avS Vf/TH. 

. &etsi<tevteySi turn 

ithSSy0“^'^ ith its own attitude. 

Onoommg oars, crass traffic, 
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NOW AVAILABLE NATIONWIDE 

And Ready To Go. 
Game Gear’” turns the'whole world into your personal 

playground. That’s because the new color portable 

vidbo gome system frdm Sega^comes'ready to play' 

and ported with possibilities. For one.'thing, every 

Game Gear comes with'ljte popular Sega hit, COLUMNS’" 

pictured left. And'that’s just the beginning. With Gome 

Gear you can play arcade favorites like G-LOC™, SUPER 

MONACO GP™ ond SHINOBI™ anywhere you want. Or 

run, climb and leap through the CASTLE OF ILLUSION 

STARRING MICKEY MOUSE. And lots more games ore 

on the woy. They all look great because Game Geor hos 

32 on-screen colors out of a palette of 4096. The bock- 

lit screen means you can ploy in any kind of light. Even 

optional feotures. Plug in the TV Tuner” and your 

Game Gear becomes a hand held color television. Plug 

in headphones and you've gat multi-channel stereo 

sound. Game Gear also has the added convenience of 

multiple power sources. It operates on batteries, an AC 

adapter or a car adapter. So wherever you go, you've 

got power to spare. Remember, there're lots of ways 

to go. But with Game Gear you go in style. 

mm 
** Available in September. SEGA, Game Gear, and all gome titles are trademarks of SEGA of America, Inc. except Castle of Illusion 

starring Mickey Mouse ©The Walt Disney Company. All rights reserved. ©1991 SEGA of America, Inc. 





SCRATCHING ATV BEASTS 



iOE MONTANA FOOTBALL 

Joe is calling the plays once 
again but this time he is on 
the Game Gear. Pick from 28 
different teams and fight 
your way all the way to the 
Super Bowl. 

HALLEY 

WARS 
Sega 

Based on the popular 
game, Comet, Halley 
Wars is the first outer 
space shooter for the 
Game Gear. Destroy 
the aliens by using 
your massive arsenal 
of power-ups. 

m 

C-LOC 
Sega 

This game offers nine 
intense missions filled with 
a huge amount of enemies 
just waiting to blow you to 
pieces before you get to 



Double Action, Double Fun on Game Gear 



SOLITAIRE POKER 

GP 

REVENGE OF 

DRANCON 
Sega 

Rescue Tanya for the 
evil king Drancon. In 
the process you have 
to fight through 14 
levels and face many 
deadly foes. It's Just 
like the classic Won- 







All games listed are subject to availability. 

SNA 
Master System II 

Order These Sega Master System II Games Now 



iKE» 

GOLDEN AXE WARRIOR 
Like Legend of Zelda, you are on 
a mission to free the people from 

the evil warlord. 

JOE MONTANA FOOTBALL 
Put on your helmet and get ready 

to be hit hard from that linebacker. 
Pick from different teams! 

LEADERBOARD 
Grab your clubs and get ready to 
play a full 18 holes of golf. Very 

realistic action! 
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Think Fast. 
C ’mon faster. Because here comes 

Sonic The Hedgehog.™ He’s the fastest 

critter the world has ever seen, and he’s 

a hedgehog with a major attitude. 

Watch him smirk in the face of danger 

as he blazes his way through hilly pas¬ 

tures, underwater caverns, marble ruins, 

strange cities and a cybernetic world of 

enemies in a race to save his buddies. 

Sonic’s got everything a hedgehog 

could ever want: tricks, gadgets and speed. 

So don’t blink or you might just miss him. 

Sonic is sold separately or included when 

you buy a Sega™ Genesis 16-bit system. 

Leading the 16-bit revolution.™ 
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Wt'bt Citateb a Monster!!! 
Jfrankenstcin is alibe anb tje's fjcabeb for pour libing room. 
$usfj pour J&intenbo“ SpStem to tfjc limit tuittj atocsome 
graphics anb minb-melting action tfjat pou luon't finb in 
orbitiarp games. S>abing the beautiful €milp from tfje 
clutches of tfjc monster toil! put pour gaming skills on tfje 
line as pou punch, kick, (jack, chop, smash, burn, anb 
bomb pour tuap through a goulisfj armp of horrific enemies, 
eacfj betermineb to bring pou to a stickp enb. JSattlc pour 
toap ttjrougfj tfje creep infesteb billage, tlje treacherous for¬ 
est, tfje horrible grabeparb, anb tfje castle of boom, before 
eben thinking of setting foot or stoorb in tfje ebil bimension 
bifjere pour Strength anb Spirit toil! be put to the final test, 
©e createb the monster... St's up to pou to bestrop him! 
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HYPER ZONE 
Hal/Super NES 

Being their first entry to the 16-bit realm, ■ |b[|L|m I 

that is reminiscent of F-Zero. The Earth is 
being taken over by a race of specialized 
cybernetic mutants and they have spotted 
our planet as their new home! fed 

You change your ship between levels! 

Hal's latest cart is starring a boy by the 
name of Dave. Your job is to guide Dave 
through his dreamworlds to complete what 
he has to do in the real world. Lots of vari¬ 
ety and different panoramas complement 

This game is based on the highly acclaimed 
movie. You must take the role of the scien¬ 
tist who was transformed into a grotesque 
monster by criminal 
agents. Guide Dark- I 
man through facto- I 
ries, warehouses, I 
and even hang from I 
a helicopter! 

Lots of options 
I good graphics makes 

this cart stand out! 

THE 

GAME 

COUNSELOR 
We Buy, Sell, and Trade 

Nintendo, Genesis, 

Turbo Grafx, 

Super NES, Gamegear, 

and Lynx. 

Give us a call and 

compare our prices at 

(818) 609-1141 

★ October Special ★ 
Used Turbo Grafx unit 

with Keith Courage in 

Alpha Zones 

$67.00 
All games and systems are 

granted a 90 day warranty. 

Same day shipment on 

available titles. 

Visa & Mastercard Accepted 

in coupon for free catalog 

To: The Game Counselor 
18530 Hatteras St. #223 
Tarzana, Ca 91356 

CIRCLE #204 ON READER SE 
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AKE COVER! 
PROFESSIONAL : ARCADE : 

SUPERIOR ; 

Take control of “2" real arcade ADULT SIZE 8 
,, way Joystick/4 Button Controllers, while your 

ears feast upon 15 TRACKS of motion picture 
STEREO sound. 7 tracks devoted to REAL VOICE 

speech allow you to listen in on "live" play by pla; 
action from the announcers in BASEBALL STARS 
PROFESSIONAL, or hear the actual blood 
curdling screams of war torn vets in NAM-1975. 
Countless worlds of imagination will absorb your 
entire soul as you’re mesmerized by the 4 DIMEN¬ 
SIONAL GRAPHICS of 65,536 radiant COLORS in 
MAGICIAN LORD, GHOST PILOTS or CROSSED 
SWORDS. 

Baseball Stars Professic 



UFOR l/l 
Sunsoft/Nintendo 





Turbo fans will soon be treated tc 
side-scrolling, action game. Cadash pits you in a 
struggle against an invasion of demons from the 
underworld. This cart offers a variety of 
characters that you can choose from as well as 
non-stop action! 

LU 
HOME ALONE 

THQ/GameBoy 
Based off of the popular movie, Home Alone casts you as a child who's 

parents have left on vacation and have accidentally left you behind! Worse Yet, 
criminals are trying to break into the house to get their hands on what they can. 
You have your trusty pellet rifle at your side as well as your sling shot. Look 
through cabinets and other pieces of furniture to uncover more surprises! 

Mt™ 

ATTACK OE THE KILLER TOMATOES 
THQ/GameBoy 'S'bSi 

grown baddies from the Saturday 
morning cartoons are back in action! This time on 

j the the GameBoy. You are needed to stop a 
wicked scientist on his power-mad scheme to take 
control of the world with his race of killer mutant 
tomatoes at his side! 

<U3 ► 

u 3 SuperStar for only 
gj 2 Soldier g ■ 

541 

.... CD Rom for Sego Mega Drive 

Marketing International 
416-321-3123 
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ITS TIME TO LEARN A THING 
OR TWO ABOUT FUN. 

Professional gamer David Izat knows a lot about fun and 

games, especially with Arcus Odyssey. 

Equipped with 8 meg graphic power, Arcus 

Odyssey is pure strategy. With up to four 

waniors (two warriors per game) woric your way 

through daring levels and mind boggling mazes, 

and as you master each level, your weapons become 

stronger. Challenge your mind by finding hidden 

clues; reward yourself with hidden treasures. Now 

that you've learned the basics, ask the ultimate 

question; are you ready to learn a thing or two 

about fun? 

987 University Avenue, Suite 10 
Los Gatos, CA 95030 (408) 395-8375 circle #113 ON I READER SERVICE CARD. 
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(Konami/Super NES) 
30 Extra Ships - If you've 
been having problems going 
up against the Bacterion 

pire then maybe a reserve 
10 Vic Vipers will help. At 
title screen just hold LEFT 

and hit the A button 3 times. 
When you start the game you 
will have 30 ships. 

NINTENDO - STARTING AT - 415 - NEW! 
6ANEBOY - STARTING AT $ I 3 - HEW 

TVRBOGRAFX CD-ROM - NEW LOW PRICE!!! 

Use our bulletin board (203) 261-2619 (9 p.m. - 10 a.m. EST) 
for downloading or uploading game beating tips, 

latest release dates & ordering just released games! 

INFORMATION (203) 261-2659 (10 a.m - 9 p.m. EST) 

«X3SI-800-477KART(5i/8)it[‘r,.. 
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Q%0 GAMES & ELECTRONICS 
** (714) 380-2425 For Orders & Info 

Open 10:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m. PST 

^ /§UA\ 

QUACK SHOT ....$47.95 DECAPATTACK....$47.95 MERCS™.$54.95 

ORDER NOW TO INSURE QUICK DELIVERY! 

SEGA CD-ROM 
Finally a CD-ROM for the Sega Genesis. We will receive limited quantities so reserve your unit now! 

* * * * THIS MONTHS SPECIALS * * * * 
SEGA GAME GEAR SYSTEMS (JAPANESE).$129.95 
PC-ENGINE GAMES STARTING AT .$ 45.00 ea. 
MEGA DRIVE GAMES STARTING AT .$ 49.00 ea 

Here at GEO GAMES & ELECTRONICS we're committed to giving you the best 
service that you deserve. We ship your order same day, have low prices, and will match 
our competitors price* regardless whether it is in stock or not! (No one else can make that 
claim!). For fast and efficient service call GEO GAMES & ELECTRONICS! 

!!! DON'T FORGET OUR 
GRAND OPENING DRAWING 1!! 
1st Prized Winner) - SEGA White Game Gear complete with 

TV Tuner, Carrying Case, and Five Games. 
2nd Prized Winner) - SEGA GENESIS with Sonic The Hedgehog 
3rd Prized Winner) ATARI LYNX 
4th Prize (20 Winners)- $10.00 Gift Certificates good toward 

purchases from GEO GAMES 
w Winners Name's will be published in our AD in the April '92 EGM. 

See below for GIVEAWAY & RULES 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
For Phone Orders 714-380-2425 
Fax Ordets 714-380-8556 
Dealer Inquires 714-380-2427 
MAIL ORDERS SEND TO: 
23166 Los AlisosBlvd. #107 
Mission Viejo, CA 92691 

Personal Checks OK include Drivers License # 

GRAND OPENING DRAWING RULES: Drawing will be held at 12:00, January 4, 1992 at our store. Anyone 
making a purchase of $20.00 or more will automatically be entered. Others may enter by sending a 3“ x 5' Post Card with 
your Name, Address and Phone Number. All entries MUST BE RECEIVED BY 12/31/1991. Winners will be notified by 

CIRCLE #155 ON READER SERVICE ( 



SYSTEMS AND ACCESSORIES: 
NEO-GF.O GOLD. 
SUPERGRAFX. 
CD-ROM(PC). 
MEGA DRIVE. 
MEGA CD. 
GAME GEAR. 
WHITE GAME GEAR. 
P.C. CONVERTER. 
M.D. CONVERTER. 
SJ4500 JOYSTICK. 
WIRELESS JOYSTICK. 

....259.00 

...359.00 

...149.00 

.CALL 
.... 149.00 
...259.00 
.29.00 
.25.00 
.25.00 
.29.00 

PLEASE CALL FOR NEW TITLES, GAMES, SYSTEMS AND ACCESSORIES NOT LISTED ABOVE 
DEALERS ARE WELCOME 

FOR ORDERS call: 818-287-3121 OR 818-451-6958 
or fax: 818-451-5839 
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MegaMan 
logo. 
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Please place in an envelope, with 
$23.95 payment and mail to: 

ELECTRONIC GAMING MONTHLY 

1020 HIGHLAND AWE.. SUITE 222 

LOMBARD. IL 60148 

PLACE 
STAMP 
HERE 

ELECTRONIC GAMING MONTHLY 

P.O. BOX 8065 

BOULDER, CO 80328-8065 

II. .1,11.11... 1. 11.. 111. I .I.., 11... 111.... III 



From this day forth DIE HARD will be 
including free translated Instructions with 
each import game, they'll also have 
translators on hand in case you have any 
questions during your game! 

I believe this makes import games 
easier to own and play than ever before! 
And from what I hear, they get the 
games faster than a speeding dragon, or 
that wrethced hog I keep seeing...he ran 
over my foot. Soon they will have import 
game reviews and tips in their member's 
catalogs. Such gamers should be 
knighted,..but I can't find the king, does 
anyone have a map of Dragon Quest? 











MAY THE FORCE 

BE WITH YOU!!! 
In a period of civil war, rebel 

forces attacked the Galactic 
Entire, from hidden bases. This 
surprise attack caught the Empire 
off guard and the rebels won an 
easy victory.. 

* During the battle the rebels 
managed to steal secret plans to 
the Death Star - an armored space 
station so big it could wipe out an 
entire planet with one direct shot. 

Your mission is to destroy the 
Death Star before the Dark Forces 
have a^hance to use it. You must 

how to destroy 
you must seek 
Death Star to 

PACT-PILE 
Manufacturer: Lucasfilm 
Machine: Nintendo 
Cartridge Size: 2 Meg+64k 
Special Chip: MMC3 
Number of Levels: 8+ 
Theme: Action 
Difficulty: Moderate 
Number of Players: 1 
Available: November 

PRINCESS LEIA HAN SOLO 







, j| pSf 
You will receive a great amount of help from 

allies during your mission! 

HAN SOLO YODA 

-'ll 

to 

PRINCESS 

LEIA 

mm 
MM 

r Monthly "m 

HU 
You start out just like the 

movie. You are on the ice plan¬ 
et, Hoth, and you are out inves¬ 

tigating a crashed meteor. 
While you"re doing this your 
home base is being attack by 

the Imperial Forces. You must 
race back and save the rebel 

H 
nrn 

1 Zd l 

in • i!V 
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f FACT-PILE 
Manufacturer: Camerica 

■| Machine: NES 
Cartridge Size: 2 Meg. 
Number of Levels: NA 

HII Theme: Racing 
f Difficulty: Average 

Number of Players: 1 or 2 
(Available: Now 
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SENDAI PUBLICATIONS, INC. 
1920 Highland Ave 

222-Dept. A 
Lombard, IL 60148 
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Manufacturer: Hudson Soft 
Machine: Super NES 
Cartridge Size: 4 Meg 
Number of Levels: NA 
Theme: Sports/Action 
Difficulty: Easy 
Number of Players: 2 
Available: October 



THE HOTTEST GAMES 
JAPANESE AMERICAN 

SYSTEMS ETC. SUPER FAMICOM SEGA GENESIS NINTENDO 

Super Famicom 369.99 
Sega Genesis 149.99 

Mega Drive 149.99 
SuperGrafx 299.99 
ConeGrafr 199.99 
Game Gear 149.99 

TV Tuner CALL 
NEW Lynx 99.99 

PC Engine Adaptor 45.99 

PC ENGINE 

STARTING AT 45.99 
Shibiman II 
Avenger) CD) 
Cyber Combat Police 
Vastell(CD) 
V&lis lll(CD) 
Roman in 1/2ICD) 
JB Murder Club 
Jackie Chen 
S.C.I 
Road Spirit(CD) 

ss? 
Download ll(CD) 
Bonk II 
Cadash 
Outnjn 

MANY MORE.CALJJI 

Yk III 
Baseball 
Super Pro Baseball 
Darius Twin 
Pilot Wings 
F-Zero 
Ultra Man 
UN Sgaudron 
Final Fight 
Mario IV 
Gradious III 

MANY MORE CALUI 

NEO GEO 

MOST ARES 179.9911 
Magician Lord 
Baseball Stars Pro. 
Cyber Up 
Nam 75' 
Ninja Combat 
Riding Hero 
The Super Spy 
Top Players Golf 
Sengoku 
Ghost Pilots 
Blues Journey 
Apha Mission II 
King of Monsters 

3878 Jones Road 
Cohocton, NY 14826 

Abrams Battle Tank 
After Burner II 
Ar Buster 
Aien Storm 
Arcuss Odyssey 
Adv. ofSydV&lis 

Beast Warriors 
Bimini Run 
Cal. 50 
Centurian 
Crackdown 
Death Duel 
Decapattack 

Ringside Angel 
Gynoug 
Devil Hunter Yoko 
Darius II 
Midnight Resistance 
Wardner Wood 
Heavy Unit 
Super Ar Wolf 
Master of Weapon 
Twin Tiger 
Bonanza Bros. 
Gain Ground 
Valis III 
KaGe-Ki 
Verytex, 
Aero Blaster 
Magical Hat 

Dinoland 
Earl Weaver Baseball 
Fantasia 
Gaires 
Gain Ground 

Hardballl 
James Pond 
Jesse Ventura Wrestle 
Lakers Vs Celtics 
Mercs 
Midnight Resistance 
NHL Hockey 
Onslaught 
PGA Tour Golf 
Phantasy Star III 

Rastan Saga II 
Sagai 
Saint Sword 
Slaughter Sport 
Spiderman 
Star Control 

EVERY GENESIS GAvtE 
MADE III FROM AROUND 
S 42.99 TO S 59.99 FOR 
NEWEST TITLES II 

MUCH MUCH MORE, 
A FULL UNE OF 
GAME GEAR,LYNX, 
GAMEBOY GAMES, 
EVERYTHING1II 
CALLUS. 

I READER SERVICE CARD. 



' FACT-FILE 
Manufacturer: NEC 
Machine: Turbografx-16 
Cartridge Size: 4 Meg 
Number of Levels: 12 
Theme: Action 
Difficulty: Average 
Number of Players: 1 
Available: Now 

r Monty .-the mole was lying 
She beach one day. JThen, all o 
sudden, the sky w^y^led w 
menacing-star ships ready to ta 

Mor^jy. Some friendly alit 

gave Monty super pffljB 
off the, invasion forcH 
"havgjs your super strS 
your mega blast gun1 
onslaught. But you can 
enemies down to a wo 
heap, and then toss ther 
other creepizoids! You c 
obtain a special gun that 
settings, a bubble trap th< 
the aliens sailing into the : 
huge meAi shot cannon tl 
devastating damagel Ge 

^^WMjampaging tirod 
Use your bubbles or bullet blasts to get rid of the invaders once and for all! 
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TOAD ALLY AWESOME MOVES!! 



Largest Selection Of Games Anywhere! 
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" FACT-PILE " 
| Manufacturer: Tecmo 

Machine: GameBoy 
Cartridge Size: 1 Meg. 
Number of Levels: NA 
Theme: Sports 
Difficulty: Average 
Number of Players: 1 or 2 
Available: Now 

V_J 

AT A FLIP OF 

THE COIN!! 
Heads or tails? Heads, visiting 

teams wins! Lets go you guys, 
you can win. Throw on your hel¬ 
met and get ready to play a good 
game of hard hitting football. 43, 
24, hut, hut, hike! 15 yard recep¬ 
tion for Jerry Rice. In Tecmo 
Bowl for GameBoy you have a 
choice of twelve NFL teams. You 
can play real teams with real 
players like Joe Montana, William 
Perry, and Bo Jackson. You can 
pick from four different plays, 
which all are different for each 
team. A halftime show is present¬ 
ed by the cheerleaders, and a 
newspaper clipping tells you if 
you win or lose. A password lets 
you continue your season after 
you've played a few games and 
lets you continue on either the 
NES or GameBoy version! So put 
your gear on and be prepared for 
a hard hitting game of football! 

fiii© 
BOWL 

Pick from 4 
different 

plays. Each 
team's play¬ 
ers have the 

as the real 
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FLIP Over Our Prices 

jesietipv 
jsqopo 
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CIRCLE #207 ON READER SERVICE CARD. 

WE SELL NEW & USED JAPANESE & AMERICAN 
GAME CARTRIDGES AND SYSTEMS AT THE LOWEST PRICES 
WE BUY 

USED 
GAMES 

open; 
VISIT OUI 

THE GAME EXPI 
112-04 QUEEf 

FOREST HILLS, 
(718) 575-0838 g 

6^ 1 JO/N VIDEO REPLAY’S "| 
ga! VIDEO CLUB \ 

fsPLfeg •BULLETINS FOR SPECIAL DISCOUNTS 
ftcsg)- (Nintendo) • OUR MEMBERSHIP CARD & MORE 

? DAYS A WEEK TO the public Send us *5 and this Coupon Now 
* 2 LOCATIONS IN NEW YORK | Name 
IRIENCE INC. VIDEO REPLAY INC. 1 AH. „ | 
JSBLVD., 97 SHERWOOD AVE., FARMINGDALE, N.Y. 11735 | ™aress | 
N.Y. 11375 (516) 249-1717-MAIL ORDER ONLY 1 City_State _ Zip_ | 
B p|FflX: I516) 249-0356 p£5| fWl [Ell] i W ®ioi j 

2 ON READER SERVICE CARD. 







The most famous hedgehog in the world is about 
to be blown away as the U.S. National Video Game 
Team gives you tips and strategies to help you play 
your best. Take a look at these awesome maps that 
when combined with our special techniques you'll 
send your Sonic scores into the stratosphere. 



Now Sonic must brave the fiery and dangerous worlds of the 
Marble Zone. The first section has a variety of secrets and a T 

UP loop. Just collect 100 rings and the 1-UP in the hidden roorr 





Now Sonic must brave the fiery and dangerous worlds of the 
Marble Zone. The first section has a variety of secrets and a 1• 
- ' .. ’" '-UP in the hidden roon 

Slow down as you 
approach the hill 
and go into the UP loop. Just collect 100 rings and the 



OVER $2,000 fW PHIZES! 

TAKE THE QUAD CHALLENGE 
AND WIN ONE OF 97 PRIZES! 

ENTER THE QUAD CHALLENGE™/ MARVEL LAND™ 
CONTEST AND WIN BIG WITH NAMCO AND EGM! 

List at least 
one video 
game in 

which the 
famous 
Namco 

character in 
picture B 
appears. 

BBl GRAND PRIZE! 
15 THIRD PRIZES! 

1 MARVEL LAND or QUAD CHALLENGE! 
System plus Namco's entire library for the Genesis 
which contains all of the games released by Dec. 1991. 

25 FOURTH PRIZES! 

“ FIRST PRIZE! 
released by Dec. 1991. 

posters featuring PHELIOS, BURNING FORCE, and 
POWERBALL, 1 QUAD CHALLENGE hat, and 1 
|PAC-MAN badge! 

* "IZZLZ"! ZtZ 5 SECOND PRIZES! 150 LUCKY PLAYERS pa i?t|?t<tt PDT7EWf 

releases MARVEL LAND and QUAD CHALLENGE! |CHALLENGE HAT AND 1 PAC-MAN BADGE! 

namco To enter the contest, just do the following: 
1) Answer either question A or question B above. 
2J Check out the ATU racer in the QUAD CHALLENGE ad located somewhere in 
this issue. This dude is nameless and needs your help. Write down a name for 
him. 

Send us your answers along with your name, address, and age to: 
Quad Challenge Contest 

c/o Electronic Gaming Monthly 
1920 Highland Avenue. Suite 222 

Lombard. Illinois. 60148 
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Not Just Kid Stuff 





DON'T 
BUY 
ANOTHER 
GAME. 
Until you call 
Video Game Excitement. 
GENESIS MEGA DRIVE NEO-GEO 
PC ENGINE TURBO GRAFX NINTENDO 

Our team of buyers search the world market to bring our customers all of the newest 
video game titles and hardware at spectacular savings and same day shipping. 

The Lowest Prices • Professional Service 
The Best Games from around the World 

VIDEO GAME EXCITEMENT HAS IT ALL! 
The game you’ve been waiting for is waiting for you! 

^CALL TODAY (212) 222-5584 H 

I READER SERVICE CARD. 



WHERE DO YOU TURN TO FOR THE FIRST INFO ON 
ELECTRONIC GAMING REVIEWS. GOSSIP, TRICKS, 

PREVIEWS, HIGH SCORES AND INfERNATldNAL NEWS? 

s&m 
tMO-MO-ml* 

Electronic Gam- 
the ultimate re- 

inform- 
of Sec- 

Gaming Monthly maga- 
Here's your chance to 

^ an industry insider, listening 
f on the hottest news and get¬ 

ting the fiist-hand scoops be¬ 
fore they hit the press! 

With Electronic Gaming 
Weekly's explosive magazine 
format, you can instantly 
access the information 
you want from the same 
of selections that 
every month in EGM! 

So bejn the know! 
hear this week's issue 
tronic Gaming Weekly today! 
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Thank you! 

Our goal is to preserve classic video game magazines so that 
they are not lost permanently. 

People interested in helping out in any capacity, 
please visit us at www.refromags.com 

ide from these scans, nor do we offer anything 
n the Publishers themselves. 

e across anyone selling releases from 
e do not support them and do let us know. 


